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Helping Healthcare Providers Optimize 
Reimbursement and Prevent Denials for 
Concurrent Reviews 
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Hospitals and physician groups are flooded with rules and regulations, with multiple  
federal, state, and commercial entities auditing compliance. These factors require precise  
and timely case classification, as well as formalized admissions and billing processes.  
Now, as margins shrink and the reimbursement climate grows more challenging, even a  

small percentage of denials can significantly impact financial performance. 

Physician Advisory Solutions (PAS) helps healthcare providers navigate the regulatory environment  
by focusing on concurrent recommendations to increase billing compliance as well as success on  
retrospective appeals. With a team of more than 100 clinical experts, from nurses to physician advisors,  
we can be an extension of your clinical team.  

Physician Advisory Solutions 
drives ease, efficiency  
and compliance

• Optimized case prioritization

• On-demand reporting

• Clinical workflow platform

• Education and training feedback 

• Experienced account managers

Talent and technology scale your 
clinical team and deliver results

PHYSICIAN ADVISORY SOLUTIONS 

Clinicians at 
your service

Min staff time 
saved/case

Peer-to-peer 
success rate

Level of Care 
ROI

100+ 30+

80% 7 to 1

Up to

Up to Up to

Create a best practice case management continuum



Cloudmed, an R1 company, helps healthcare systems maximize outcomes in a complex 
financial world. With industry-leading expertise and data-driven technology, we deliver 
actionable insights across the revenue cycle, helping providers boost productivity and 
increase revenue. We are proud to partner with over 3,100 healthcare providers in the 
United States to recover over $2.5 billion of underpaid or unidentified revenue annually.
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For an assessment performed by our government reimbursement experts, email   
connect@cloudmed.com

PHYSICIAN ADVISORY SOLUTIONS 

Compliance-first solutions to protect your bottom line 

Remote Utilization Reviews: Concurrent and retrospective nurse review screenings for 
clinical episodes of care ensure your caseload is reviewed timely and in compliance with the 
Conditions of Participation. 

Admission Status Review (Level Of Care): Evaluate documentation of medical necessity 
using knowledge of complex regulations to support accurate patient status. 

Payer Peer-to-Peer: Concurrent denials management service provided by R1 PAS in which our 
experienced physician advisors discuss the commercial denial with the payor during the hospital 
stay on your behalf. 

What makes Physician Advisory Solutions impactful 
Navigate the complex payer environment with clinical experts helping ensure billing 
compliance for patients in-house:

Market-leading 
expertise

Flexible engagement 
models

Compliance assurance

Scalable coverage

Speed to value 


